GALVANIZED REBAR: What You Need to Know

Does galvanized rebar need to be cut and bent
before coating or can I bend it afterwards?

Your contract drawings may dictate specific handling of the bars. ASTM767 allows
for bending both before and after galvanizing, but does require larger than standard
bending diameters if done before galvanizing. A Class 2 coating is preferable for
avoiding excessive cracking and flaking if bending after galvanizing. Bar can be handled in the
same manner as black bar with no special equipment or rollers necessary. Cut ends need only be
touched up using zinc rich spray paint to meet the ASTM 780 requirements.

Are there special storage requirements for
galvanized material, and is it UV sensitive?

Galvanized material is 100% UV stable and can be stored outside with no damage
from exposure to the sun or weather. It does not need to be covered. It is suggested
that bar be stored off the ground on wood dunnage, and that normal precautions be
taken against handling damage to avoid snagging and bending individual bars.

What is the difference between ‘galvanized
weight’ and ‘black’ weight?

The zinc coating on a galvanized piece of steel will add approximately 5%-10%
to the original weight, depending on the coating weight specified (type 1 or type
2) and the configuration of the material being processed. This ‘after-galvanizing’
weight is then multiplied by the quoted amount per pound to determine the amount the customer
will be invoiced. This actual after-galvanizing weight must also be considered when scheduling
transportation of galvanized material to avoid over-weight loading of trucks.

What do I need to know about installing
galvanized reinforcing?

Galvanized rebar can be installed in the same manner as uncoated reinforcing. No
special handling equipment is required. Because it is UV stable and highly damage
resistant there are no real limits as to how far in advance of a pour it can be put in
place nor is there a need for elaborate placing schemes to minimize damage to already installed
bars. Galvanized tie wire or plastic clips should be used when assembling or installing galvanized
bar, and bar supports should also be galvanized steel, plastic or some other inert material such as
masonry. If mechanical couplers are being used, they should be galvanized as well.

Can galvanized reinforcing be welded?

Galvanized bars may be welded in the field with the Architects / Engineers
authorization. In most cases they will want the base steel to meet ASTM 706.
Welding of galvanized reinforcing steel should conform to both American Welding
Society AWC D1.9, and with AWS ZWC, The zinc coating should be removed at least
one inch from either side of the intended weld zone. Once the weld is completed, the coating in
the area of the weld can be repaired using procedures described in ASTM A780.
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South Atlantic Reinforcing: What You Need to Know
South Atlantic Reinforcing can provide either A767 compliant bar with Type 1 or Type 2 coatings. We use our
proprietary Airwipe method to produce Type 2 hot dip galvanized reinforcing bar that can be cut and bent
after galvanizing without chipping or flaking. The coating, which also meets the heaviest ISO and Canadian
specifications requirement, is uniform over the length of each bar. There are no rough edges or dangerous
sharp drips to jam equipment or cause injury. Bars are easy to touchup for shop or field cut ends. Standard
sizes and lengths are in stock for quick shipment. (Mill bundles only - See back cover.) Special mill cut lengths
may be available by arrangement. South Atlantic offers very competitive pricing. Save time and money.
Visit reinforcing.southatlanticllc.com for details.
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ORDERING GALVANIZED REBAR:
What You Need to Know
Buy America Act

All material sold by South Atlantic is produced in U.S. mills. Our standard
bar products are ASTM615 grade 60 steel. Other grades and Type 706 steel
are available on request. Copies of original mill material certification letters
are provided on all orders

Member

Standards

In North America, contractors working with galvanized material will most likely
encounter requirements either directly referencing, or based on one of several
galvanizing standards. Most common for rebar is ASTM A767 Standard Specification
for Zinc-Coated (Galvanized) Steel Bars for Concrete Reinforcement, which was
issued in 1979 by the ASTM 1.05 committee on reinforcing.
(See chart on flap.)

Type 1 or Type 2 coating?

A767 lists two coating weights. While there is no guidance within ASTM767 as to when or
where each might be appropriate, it is known that coatings above 100 microns in thickness
are significantly less ductile, making Type 2 bar preferable for work intended to be bent after
galvanizing. The heavier Type 1 coating may also have a cost premium as it requires almost
double the amount of zinc as a normal galvanized coating. We will be happy to review your
RFQ or other documents if you are unsure as to which Type is required for your job.

Minimum Order

South Atlantic packages its reinforcing bar and welded mats in standard bundles and we cannot accommodate
requests for partial bundles. All material is sold FOB our plant unless other arrangements are made. If
requested, we can obtain quotes from outside trucking companies and provide prepay-and-add service
for your order. South Atlantic gladly accepts less-than-truckload orders (full bundles only) but does not
consolidate or provide a delivery service.
For more information on South Atlantic Reinforcing contact us at
P.O. Box 1380 3025 Steel Way Drive, Buckner Industrial Park
Graham, NC 27253 USA
Phone: (866) 801-3262 • Fax: (336) 376-9333
sales@southatlanticllc.com
reinforcing.southatlantillc.com
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SOUTH ATLANTIC GALVANIZING, LLC.
South Atlantic Galvanizing, LLC is a growing company, building on forty years
experience in the galvanzing industry.
All our products undergo thorough inspections at each phase. As a result, every job
we galvanize and every steel product we produce meet the same high standards.
Our customers, across North America and internationally, have given South Atlantic
a reputation for superior quality and customer satisfaction.
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